
Decore Ocra



Decore Ocra
Matt

Decore Ocra is a bohemian of modern living 
that turns a natural phenomenon into a con-
temporary design gem. Its power lies in its 
uniqueness; at first glance, its high qualities 
attract admirers. It combines seemingly dis-
parate colors.  It is mesmerizing, unmistak-
able and changes the environment in an un-
usual way, wherever it gets space to shine.

DIMENSION OF SLABS
(net surface)

SLAB THICKNESS
3 cm / 1.18 in
2 cm / 0.78 in

JUMBO SIZE 160
320 × 160 cm
125.98 × 62.99 in 



Poetic Black



Poetic Black
Matt

Being poetic doesn’t mean being whimsical. 
Find your way of poetry in the seemingly dark 
landscape of Poetic Black. The poetic black and 
white variation in matt design is ageless, classi-
cal and the beauty of the contrast between the 
dominant white veins on the black background 
retained due to the unique properties of quartz.DIMENSION OF SLABS

(net surface)

SLAB THICKNESS
3 cm / 1.18 in
2 cm / 0.78 in

JUMBO SIZE 160
320 × 160 cm
125.98 × 62.99 in 



Crystal Calacatta Silva



Crystal Calacatta Silva
Polished

Just as a tree needs its roots to live, Crystal  
Calacatta Silva is inherently a network of dark 
brown veins. Feel the harmony of nature and 
technology. Resilience, strength and durability 
in dark patterns on a snowy white background. 
Allow beauty to enter and shine on a large format.

DIMENSION OF SLABS
(net surface)

SLAB THICKNESS
3 cm / 1.18 in
2 cm / 0.78 in

JUMBO SIZE 160
320 × 160 cm
125.98 × 62.99 in 



Mystery White



Mystery White
Polished

Beautiful and mysterious. Reveal the mystery 
of Mystery White, a combination of ice white 
and unconventional brown-grey veining, the 
unique gloss and depth of the design will evoke 
exceptional ambience anywhere you desire.

DIMENSION OF SLABS
(net surface)

SLAB THICKNESS
3 cm / 1.18 in
2 cm / 0.78 in

JUMBO SIZE 160
320 × 160 cm
125.98 × 62.99 in 



Gobi Urban



Gobi Urban
Matt

Urban, unpretentious, and chic. Like you, its 
style is wonderfully unique. The fine-grained 
structure with white and translucent frag-
ments of quartz softens the gray integrity of 
Gobi Urban matt, lending to it a balanced, 
lightweight style ideally suited for the mod-
ern home. Tasteful, timeless elegance.

JUMBO SIZE 155
318,5 × 155 cm
125,39 × 61.02 in 

SLAB THICKNESS
3 cm / 1.18 in
2 cm / 0.78 in
1,2 cm / 0.47 in

DIMENSION OF SLABS
(net surface)



Noble 
Concrete Grey



Noble Concrete Grey
Matt

SLAB THICKNESS
3 cm / 1.18 in
2 cm / 0.78 in
1,2 cm / 0.47 in

JUMBO SIZE 155
318,5 × 155 cm
125,39 × 61.02 in 

Minimalist urban living demands materials 
that display both raw design and pure natural 
beauty. Noble Concrete Grey matt offers up 
the best of both worlds. Influenced by con-
temporary trends using concrete in inspired 
industrial and minimalist design, Noble Con-
crete Grey brings to your interior not only an 
impressive sense of fortitude, but also the 
proven properties of phenomenal longevity, re-
silience and beauty. Noble Concrete Grey has 
at once a gentle, yet raw contemporary soul.

DIMENSION OF SLABS
(net surface)



Ambiente 
Light



Ambiente Light
Terra

SLAB THICKNESS
3 cm / 1.18 in
2 cm / 0.78 in

JUMBO SIZE 160
320 × 160 cm
125.98 × 62.99 in 

Touches of sublime delicacy alternate with  
a rough surface, look and feel. Where  
a sense of the refined temporality of life itself 
meets the raw design, pure beauty and ulti-
mate timelessness of quartz. Like a moment  
of beauty at once transient and permanent, 
the captured perfectionism of Ambiente Light 
is gentle in name, but unbreakable in essence.

DIMENSION OF SLABS
(net surface)



Residente
Dark



Residente Dark
Terra

SLAB THICKNESS
3 cm / 1.18 in
2 cm / 0.78 in

JUMBO SIZE 160
320 × 160 cm
125.98 × 62.99 in 

A design inspired by the forces of industry, the 
timelessness of great art and the unparalleled 
beauty of the purely practical, Residente Dark is 
like a fortress hidden in the raw material of the 
third millennium. The distinctive combination 
of dust gray with dark shades of cement and 
gravel leaves a lasting impression as deep and 
mysterious as the cosmos itself. Precise in its 
design, freed from unnecessary sentiment, the 
natural beauty of Residente Dark exhibits the 
power of a material liberated from the superficial.

DIMENSION OF SLABS
(net surface)


